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Binaural Cue Coding—Part II:
Schemes and Applications

Christof Faller and Frank Baumgarte

Abstract—Binaural Cue Coding (BCC) is a method for multi-
channel spatial rendering based on one down-mixed audio channel
and side information. The companion paper (Part I) covers the psy-
choacoustic fundamentals of this method and outlines principles
for the design of BCC schemes. The BCC analysis and synthesis
methods of Part I are motivated and presented in the framework
of stereophonic audio coding.

This paper, Part II, generalizes the basic BCC schemes presented
in Part I. It includes BCC for multichannel signals and employs
an enhanced set of perceptual spatial cues for BCC synthesis. A
scheme for multichannel audio coding is presented. Moreover, a
modified scheme is derived that allows flexible rendering of the
spatial image at the receiver supporting dynamic control.

All aspects of complete BCC encoder and decoder implemen-
tations are discussed, such as down-mixing of the input signals,
low complexity estimation of the spatial cues, and quantization and
coding of the side information. Application examples are given and
the performance of the coder implementations are evaluated and
discussed based on subjective listening test results.

Index Terms—Audio coding, auralization, binaural signal,
HRTF, multichannel audio, spatial image, spatial rendering,
stereo audio, surround sound.

I. INTRODUCTION

B INAURAL Cue Coding (BCC) is a technique for low-bit-
rate coding of a multitude of audio signals or audio chan-

nels. Specifically, it addresses the following two application
scenarios.

• Transmission of a number of separate source signals for
the purpose of rendering at the receiver: When a number
of source signals are transmitted separately, a receiver has
the flexibility of rendering these source signals spatially as
desired. For example, if music is transmitted in the form
of separate tracks, a user may create his own favorite mix.
Also, the mixing at the receiver can be carried out to match
the given playback setup (e.g., stereo1 or multichannel
audio system).

• Transmission of a number of audio channels of a stereo
or multichannel signal: A number of audio channels are
transmitted for a specific playback setup, i.e., stereo or
multichannel audio system.
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1The term “stereo” always refers to two-channel stereophonics only.

Fig. 1. Generic BCC scheme. The audio input signals are analyzed and down-
mixed. The sum signal plus side information is transmitted to the decoder. The
inter-channel cues are generated from the side information and local user input.
BCC synthesis generates the multichannel audio output signal.

With conventional coding techniques, both of these scenarios
are rather expensive in terms of bit rate, compared to the trans-
mission of a single audio channel. The bit rate of BCC schemes
is only slightly higher than the bit rate required for the transmis-
sion of one audio channel. A generic BCC scheme is shown in
Fig. 1. BCC schemes jointly transmit a number of audio signals
as one single channel, denoted sum signal, plus low-bit-rate side
information, enabling low-bit-rate transmission of such signals.
BCC is a lossy technique and can not recover the original sig-
nals. It aims at recovering the signals perceptually. The BCC
schemes addressing the two previously described scenarios are
denoted BCC forFlexible Rendering(type Iin [1]) and BCC for
Natural Rendering(type II in [1]), respectively.

Multichannel panning techniques [2] and wavefield synthesis
techniques [3] generate a number of audio channels given a
number of audio source signals. The major difference between
these techniques and BCC is, that BCC operates in subbands
and is able to spatialize a number of source signals given only
the respective sum signal (with the aid of side information).In-
tensity Stereo(IS) [4] has a similar functionality, but is only
useful at frequencies above about 1–2 KHz and has some other
disadvantages [5]. For the specific case of a number of signals
from a microphone array, different approaches for reducing the
number of audio channels were studied in [6]. A technique for
efficient joint coding of multiple concurrent sound sources was
presented in [7]. As opposed to considering binaural perception,
this approach considers perceptual effects such as the continuity
illusion.

The companion paper, Part I [8], motivates BCC from a psy-
choacoustic point of view. Also, a number of filter banks are
assessed with respect to their performance in BCC schemes and
the quality of the spatial image of BCC synthesized signals is
discussed based on a series of subjective test results.
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In this paper, Part II, we present in detail complete BCC
schemes, including quantization and coding of the side infor-
mation. The presented schemes are based on a low complexity
DFT-based filter bank with support of an arbitrary number of
audio channels. Multichannel signal analysis and synthesis
and the generation of binaural signals withHead Related
Transfer Functions(HRTFs) [9] is described in detail. The
previously presented BCC schemes [10]–[12] are put into a
common framework. Novel additions for enhanced quality and
functionality are the consideration of cross-correlation cues
and a frequency-domain algorithm for improved down-mixing
of stereo and multichannel signals.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II motivates BCC
synthesis and describes its implementation in detail. The two
types of BCC schemes are presented in Section III. Section IV
describes how to code the BCC side information, to significantly
reduce its data rate. Computational complexity and audio delay
issues are discussed in Section V. Section VI explains how BCC
can be combined with conventional audio or speech coders and
proposes various applications for the combined schemes. Sec-
tion VII describes the results of various subjective tests that were
conducted to assess the usefulness and quality of the proposed
implementations. Conclusions are drawn in Section VIII.

II. BCC SYNTHESIS

The main purpose of the BCC synthesis technique is to gen-
erate stereo or multichannel signals with certain inter-channel
cues in subbands between pairs of channels such that a desired
binaural perception results. It is assumed that such inter-channel
cues are the determining factor for the perception of a spatial
image. The bandwidth of each of these subbands corresponds
conceptually to the “critical bandwidth” for binaural perception.
For the purpose of synthesizing inter-channel cues, we found
that a subband width equal to twice theEquivalent Rectangular
Bandwidth(ERB) [13] provides a sufficiently high frequency
resolution. Smaller bandwidths can have disadvantages in terms
of time resolution and side information bit rate.

Commonly used definitions of stationary inter-channel cues
for corresponding subband signals and of two
audio channels with time indexare:

• Inter-Channel Level Difference(ICLD) [dB]:

(1)

• Inter-Channel Time Difference(ICTD) [samples]:

(2)

with the normalized cross-correlation defined as

(3)

• Inter-Channel Correlation(ICC):

(4)

Fig. 2. Chain from inter-channel cues to binaural cues to perception. The
inter-channel cues between pairs of loudspeaker signals (ICLDs, ICTDs, ICCs)
determine together with the ATF the binaural cues (ILDs, ITDs, ICs), which
determine the perception of the spatial image.

The measure for the ICC (4) is denoted degree of correlation or
just correlation in the remaining part of the paper. Since usu-
ally inter-channel cues are nonstationary, we use short-time es-
timates of (1)–(4) as is described in detail later.

When the two audio channels contain a signal with a 180
phase difference, the degree of correlation is 1. Since we are
only considering the magnitude of the normalized cross-corre-
lation (4), this case is treated the same as if the signals were
in phase. Thus, in this case BCC synthesis generates two audio
channels with identical signals, which are in general perceptu-
ally different than the original signals with a 180phase differ-
ence. This is a current limitation.

Additional signal cues may be added for controlling other
aspects such as reverberance and distance more explicitly, e.g.,
parameters of a reverberation model.

Fig. 2 illustrates the chain from inter-channel cues to percep-
tion.

• The inter-channel cues and theAcoustic Transfer Func-
tion (ATF) from each speaker to the eardrum are the de-
termining factors for the binaural cues [Interaural Level
Difference(ILD), Interaural Time Difference(ITD), and
Interaural Correlation(IC)].

• These binaural cues are the determining factors for the
perception of the spatial image [9], [14].

— ILD and ITD cues are determining factors for the later-
alization of auditory objects. According to the duplex
theory [15], ILD are more important than ITD at fre-
quencies above about 1–1.5 kHz. At lower frequencies
ITD are more important.

— IC cues determine the width or diffuseness of auditory
objects.

In the general case of playback channels ICLDs and ICTDs
are considered in each subband between pairs of channels, i.e.,
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Fig. 3. For each subbandb at each time indexk the ICLD and ICTD are
considered between pairs of channels as shown. The ICC is considered once
for all channels in each subbandb.

for each channel relative to a reference channel. Without loss of
generality, channel number 1 is defined as the reference channel.
With the ICLD and ICTD cues it is possible to render a source to
any direction between one of the loudspeaker pairs of the play-
back setup that is used. For determining the width (or diffuse-
ness) of a rendered source it is enough to consider one parameter
per subband for all audio channels, i.e., one ICC. The width of
the rendered source is controlled by modifying the subband sig-
nals such that all possible channel pairs have the same ICC.

Fig. 3 illustrates how the inter-channel cues are considered in
each subbandat each time index. For example,
are the ICLD and ICTD between channel 1 and channel
for the th subband. The ICC determines the correlation of all
channel pairs in subband. Note that for simplicity of notation
we ignore the time index.

Sections II-A and B give the implementation details of BCC
synthesis.

A. Time-Frequency Transform

BCC synthesis needs to be able to modify the level of audio
signals and introduce delays adaptively in frequency and time to
generate ICLDs and ICTDs between pairs of channels. There-
fore, the aim is to use a spectral representation that supports
level modifications, positive and negative time shifts, or more
generally speaking, filtering in a time-varying fashion of the un-
derlying audio signal.

It is shown in the following how a DFT can meet these
requirements. As time-frequency transform, a DFT is applied
frame-wise. The frame number that enumerates the applied
DFT transforms in time corresponds to the time index.
When sum-signal samples are trans-
formed by a DFT into a complex spectral representation

, a circular time shift of time-domain
samples is obtained by modifying the phase according to

. However, artifacts occur due to
the circular time shift within the frame. To achieve a noncircular
time shift, the samples are padded with
zeros at the beginning and the end of each frame and a DFT
of size is used. The sum signal is processed
frame-wise with such a zero-padded DFT with samples
time advance (hop size) between the subsequent DFTs such
that perfect reconstruction with an inverse DFT is achieved
if the spectrum is not modified. A time shift within the range

Fig. 4. Analysis window. The time-span of the windowW is shorter than the
DFT lengthN such that noncircular time-shifts within the range [�Z, Z] are
possible. The window is advanced byW=2 samples.

is implemented by modifying the spectral
coefficients according to

(5)

More generally speaking, the underlying signal can be filtered
by multiplication of its spectrum with the frequency
response of a filter

(6)

As long as the filter’s impulse response satisfies

(7)

no artifacts occur due to circular convolution. Obviously,
not only time shifts can be implemented by filtering but also
level modifications. The described procedure is similar to the
overlap-add convolution method using the DFT [16].

The described scheme works perfectly as long as the spec-
tral modification is not varied over time. When varies over
time, the transitions have to be smoothed. Therefore, overlap-
ping windows are used for the forward transform. A frame of
samples is multiplied with a window before an-point DFT is
applied. We use a Hann window with zero padding at both sides

for or

for
(8)

where is the width of the zero region before and after the
nonzero part of the window. Fig. 4 shows the described window
schematically. The nonzero window span isand the size of
the transform is . Adjacent windows are overlap-
ping and are shifted by samples (hop size). The window
was chosen such that the overlapping windows add up to a con-
stant value of 1. Therefore, for the inverse transform there is
no need for additional windowing. A plain inverse DFT of size

with time advance of successive frames of samples is
used. If the spectrum is not modified, perfect reconstruction
is achieved by overlap add. A time-invariant (integer) delay
results in perfect reconstruction with a delay. Audible distor-
tions resulting from spectral modifications (level and delay) are
avoided by changing the spectral modification only smoothly
over frequency and time.
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TABLE I
PARTITION BOUNDARIESA (0 � b � B = 20) FOR THECASE OFPARTITION

BANDWIDTHS OF 2 ERB,N = 1024, AND A SAMPLING RATE OFf = 32 kHz

Commonly used time-frequency transforms, such as the
MDCT [17], use windowing for analysis and synthesis, e.g., a
sine window. The condition for perfect reconstruction is, that
the overlapping analysis windows multiplied by the synthesis
windows add up to a constant value of 1. When modifying the
spectrum of the sum signal in the decoder, such as to impose
a time shift, not only the underlying signal is shifted but also
the imposed analysis window. Therefore, the synthesis window
does not match anymore the analysis window resulting in
distortions in the reconstructed signal. We are avoiding these
distortions by not using a synthesis window.

The uniform spectral resolution of the DFT is not well
adapted to human perception. Therefore, the uniformly
spaced spectral coefficients are grouped
into nonoverlapping partitions with bandwidths better
adapted to perception. Only the first spectral coef-
ficients of the spectrum are considered because the spectrum
is symmetric. The indices of the DFT coefficients which
belong to the partition with index are

with . The signals
represented by the spectral coefficients of the partitions cor-
respond to the perceptually motivated subband decomposition
used by BCC. Thus, within each such partition only one set of
inter-channel cues (ICLD, ICTD, ICC) is synthesized for each
channel pair.

For our experiments we used , , and
for a sampling rate of . We used

partitions, each having a bandwidth of approximately 2 ERB.
The resulting partition boundaries are shown in Table I.

With the chosen , ICTDs of up to 4 ms ( sam-
ples) can be synthesized. This is well above the range of ICTDs
we are using (Section IV-B). For BCC synthesis with HRTFs
according to (17), the chosen is also large enough. A moti-
vation for choosing larger than necessary is to increase the
time-resolution of the spectral representation, i.e., use a shorter
window and window hop size.

B. Spectral Modifications for Each Output Channel

Fig. 5 illustrates the processing of BCC synthesis. The given
sum signal is converted to a spectral representation and as a
function of the given ICLDs, ICTDs, and ICCs the spectral co-
efficients are modified for generating the spectra of the mul-
tiple output channels. These spectra are converted back to the
time-domain resulting in the multichannel output. An FFT is
used as time-frequency transform (TF).

Fig. 5. The sum signal is converted to a spectral representation (time-
frequency transform, TF). Then as a function of the ICLDs, ICTDs, and
ICCs the spectral coefficients are modified by scaling. The processing for one
spectral coefficient is shown. These modified spectra are converted back to the
time-domain with the inverse transform(TF ).

Given the spectral coefficients of the mono sum signal,
the spectral coefficients for each channel are obtained by

(9)

where is a positive real number determining a level modifi-
cation for each spectral coefficient. is a complex number of
magnitude one determining a phase modification for each spec-
tral coefficient. The following three paragraphs describe how

and are obtained given .
1) Determining the Level Modification for Each

Channel: The factors for channel are com-
puted for each spectral coefficient within a partition(indices:

) given

(10)

where are random numbers for controlling the degree of
correlation between the channel pairs. Section II-B-III describes
how is computed as a function of . The factors for
the reference channel are computed such that for each
partition the sum of the power of all channels is the same as the
power of the sum signal

(11)

resulting in a loudness which is approximately independent of
the level differences . This normalization (11) is usually
used for amplitude panning [2]. Before applying (9), is
smoothed at the partition boundaries by interpolating between
the different to reduce aliasing artifacts. We use a simple
smoothing rule which uses one averaged scale factorat the
partition boundaries.

2) Determining the Phase Modification for Each
Channel: The complex factors for channel
are computed for each spectral coefficient within a partition
(indices: ) given in sampling intervals

(12)
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Fig. 6. Phase ofG for the synthesis of ICTDs as delays.

where is the delay which is introduced into reference
channel 1

(13)

The delay for the reference channelis computed in (13) such
that the maximum absolute delay introduced to any channel in
a specific partition is minimal. By minimizing the maximum
phase modification, the maximum audio signal distortion re-
sulting from (12) is minimized. Fig. 6 shows an example of

for synthesizing three different delays in 3 partitions
of one audio channel.

3) Determining the Correlation Modification for Each
Channel: A perceptually meaningful way to reduce the
correlation between a channel pair is to modify the ICLDs
within partitions. The modification is done by adding a random
sequence to the ICLDs along the frequency axis. The random
sequence ( channel pair index, frequency index)
for each channel pair is chosen such that the variance is
approximately constant for all partitions in all channels and
the average is zero in each partition. Moreover, clustering of
large or small values in the sequence should be avoided. For
each channel pair a different independent random sequence is
used. The random sequences are not varied in time, i.e., the
same sequences are applied to each frame. The correlation is
controlled by modifying the variance of the random sequence.
The variance modification is done in each partition(indices:

) as a function of

(14)

A suitable amplitude distribution for the random sequence is a
uniform distribution. The range of the distribution of deter-
mines the strength of the correlation reduction. We use a range
of .

III. B INAURAL CUE CODING SCHEMES

As described in the introduction, the generic BCC scheme
shown in Fig. 1 has different functionality, depending on the
type of input signals. In this section we describe the function-
ality of both schemes, BCC for Flexible Rendering and BCC for
Natural Rendering, in detail. Both schemes use different kinds
of signal analysis, side information, and summation operations.

Fig. 7. Different source signals dominate in different regions of the time-
frequency plane of the sum signal (top). For each partitionb at each timek the
source index of the strongest source (bottom) is transmitted to the decoder.

A. BCC for Flexible Rendering

1) Encoder Processing:BCC for Flexible Rendering gener-
ates the sum signal by simple addition of all input signals.
In different regions of the time-frequency representation of this
sum signal, different sources dominate as illustrated in the top
of Fig. 7. For each partition at each time the source index
of the strongest source is transmitted to the decoder as shown
in the bottom of Fig. 7. Given these source indices, the decoder
has enough information for synthesizing the inter-channel cues
of the strongest source in each partition at each time. It is as-
sumed that the inter-channel cues of the strongest sources are
the most important cues for the perception of the spatial image.

This is implemented by assigning to each partitiona source
index

(15)

with partition power estimates

(16)

where are the spectral coefficients of audio sourceand
is the number of sources. The same time-frequency trans-

form is used as for BCC synthesis (Section II-A).
2) Decoder Processing:For each partition the inter-

channel cues are obtained from a local table which stores one
set of inter-channel cues for each source .
(This corresponds to the “User Input” in Fig. 1). For each
partition the inter-channel cues are chosen according to the
transmitted source index . Then the multichannel output
signal is generated by applying BCC synthesis. The ICLD
and ICTD stored in the table for each source determine the
direction, whereas the ICC determines the diffuseness or width
of the source. Time adaptive flexible rendering is implemented
by (smoothly) modifying the inter-channel cues in the table
in real-time. The decoder is simply adapted to the number of
desired playback channelsby employing a table with
sets of inter-channel cues for each source.
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Fig. 8. Process of generating the left channel of a binaural signal with HRTFs.
As a function of the source indexI portions of different HRTFs are applied in
the different partitions.

As an alternative to synthesizing ICLDs and ICTDs, binaural
signals can be generated with HRTFs. In this case, the local table
in the BCC synthesizer stores for each sourcea left and right
HRTF frequency response, and . For obtaining
the left and right binaural signals, each partitionis multiplied
with the coefficients corresponding to the left and right HRTF
associated with source

(17)

where are the indices of
spectral coefficients within partition. It must be made sure that
the impulse response of each HRTF satisfies the condition of
(7). An example of this process of “mixing” HRTFs is shown
for the left channel in Fig. 8. To prevent aliasing artifacts, the
transitions between partitions need to be smoothed. This is done
by using overlapping spectral windows for the different portions
of HRTFs between the partitions.

B. BCC for Natural Rendering

1) Encoder Processing:For this scenario, the encoder es-
timates the inter-channel cues in each partitionat each time
index . These estimated signal cues are transmitted as side in-
formation to the decoder. In the following, the estimation of the
inter-channel cues and the generation of the sum signal is de-
scribed in detail.

An estimation algorithm for ICLD, ICTD, and ICC based on a
cochlear filter bank is presented in Part I [8]. In the following it
is described how the cue estimation can be implemented with
lower computational complexity by using the time-frequency
transform described in Section II-A.

ICLD estimation: First, for each of the audio input channels
the power within each partition

, , is estimated similarly to (16). The estimated ICLD in
dB between channeland the reference channel 1 for partition

is

(18)

ICTD estimation: At frequencies below about 1.5 kHz the
phase delay between a pair of channels is relevant for spatial

perception [9] and the ICTDs are estimated by averaging the
phase delay within each partition between a pair of channels.
At frequencies above about 1.5 kHz the group delay (“enve-
lope delay”) is relevant for spatial perception [9]. To estimate
the group delay, the phase difference between a pair of channels
is computed. Then for each partitionlinear regression is used
to compute the slope of the phase difference of the spectral co-
efficients within the partition (indices: ). The
group delay between a pair of channels is proportional to the
slope of the regression line.

ICC estimation: At each time for each partition the two
strongest input channels are selected for the correlation estima-
tion. The motivation for selecting the two strongest channels is
that in many cases sources are amplitude panned between two
adjacent loudspeakers and the diffuseness of the source is then
also determined by the correlation between these two channels.

If the spectra of the selected two input channels are denoted
and (in this paragraph the lettersand are used in-

dependently of the other parts of the paper). The magnitude-
squared coherence between these two channels is

(19)

with

(20)

where denotes mathematical expectation andis the
complex conjugate of a complex number. A short-time estimate
of is obtained by computing according to

(21)

The factor determines the degree of smoothing of the estima-
tion over time. For the specific parameter settings used here we
set .

For obtaining a measure for the degree of correlation, the co-
herence estimates are averaged in each partition. For the aver-
aging it is meaningful to apply a weighting function to the coher-
ence before averaging. The weighting can be made proportional
to the product of power estimates, , which
eliminates the denominator in (19). Since we are interested in
the average degree of correlation in each partition, we average
the weighted magnitude coherence in each partition and nor-
malize it by the sum of power estimate products. Thus, the final
degree of correlation is

(22)

Summation of the input signals: When independent audio input
signals are given, the the sum signal is generated by simply
adding up the signals, as we do in the case of BCC for Flexible
Rendering. However, in the case of BCC for Natural Rendering
a number of audio channels are given which are often not inde-
pendent. Many stereo signals are “mono compatible” and simple
addition of the audio channels is feasible. However, some stereo
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signals and many multichannel signals are not “mono compat-
ible,” i.e., ordinary addition results in cancellation and/or unde-
sired amplification of certain signal components. Therefore, we
use a simple scheme to reduce the negative effects of the summa-
tion. Firstly, the sum signal is computed in the spectral domain.
Secondly, for each partitionthe power of the sum signal, ,
and the power of each input signal, , is com-
puted similarly to (16). Then the spectral coefficients of each
partition (indices: ) of the sum signal are
multiplied with a gain factor

(23)

such that the power of the sum signal is equal to the sum of
all input signal powers in each partition. Cancellation and am-
plification effects are reduced by this processing. Additionally,
scaling with (23) has the positive side effect that the output
signal has in each partition of each channel the same power
as the original input signal (assuming that the ICLD estimates
are accurate). This follows from the normalization used by the
ICLD synthesis [(9)–(11)].

The presented algorithm is simple and gives good results.
Further improvements may be possible by applying more so-
phisticated algorithms incorporating phase modifications prior
to adding the spectral coefficients.

2) Decoder Processing:The estimated inter-channel cues
(BCC side information) are directly used to generate the output
multichannel audio signal by applying BCC synthesis.

IV. CODING OF BCC SIDE INFORMATION

For coding applications it is desirable that the BCC side in-
formation requires only a low bit rate. In the following, we are
describing the quantization and coding techniques that are ap-
plied to achieve this.

A. BCC for Flexible Rendering

A run-length coding algorithm [18] is applied to the source
indices over frequency (independently for each frame, a
more sophisticated algorithm may consider also dependencies
between frames). For the chosen parameters (Section II-A),
this results in a bit rate of about 2 kb/s for the case of having
three simultaneously active talkers as source signals. If not all
talkers are active simultaneously, the run-length coding is more
efficient and results in lower bit rates.

B. BCC for Natural Rendering

The estimated ICLDs and ICTDs ( , ) are limited to
a range of and with and

. For binaural perception, these limits corre-
spond to a phantom image at the far right or far left. In case of
loudspeaker playback, the ICLD limit corresponds to a phantom
image at the far side between a pair of speakers. The ICC is al-
ready limited to . After limiting, uniform quan-
tizers are used for quantizing the estimated inter-channel cues.
For the experiments reported here, we used 7 quantizer values
for ICLDs and ICTDs and 4 quantizer values for ICCs. More

specifics about the quantization of ICLDs and ICTDs are given
in [12].

For a lower bit rate, the quantizer indices are coded as fol-
lows. For each frame, two sets of quantizer index differences are
computed. Firstly, for each partitionthe difference between the
current (time index ) and the previous quantizer index
is computed. Secondly, the difference of the quantizer index of
each partition compared to the index of the partition with the
next higher index, , is computed. Both of these sets of
index differences are coded with a Huffman code. We use one
single Huffman codebook for all cases. For transmission, the set
is chosen which uses less bits. One additional bit is transmitted
indicating which set is transmitted.

The resulting average bit rate for ICLDs or ICTDs for one
channel pair for the entropy coded quantizer indices is approxi-
mately 2 kb/s. The average bit rate for the ICC is about 1.5 kb/s.

The ICTDs with the range used here are percep-
tually not relevant for loudspeaker playback in reverberant en-
vironments [8]. Therefore, for loudspeaker playback one may
decide to only transmit ICLDs resulting in a lower bit rate for
the BCC side information. However, for headphone playback
ICTDs are important at frequencies below about 1–1.5 kHz [8].
One may still decide to only transmit ICLDs. But for improved
headphone performance, the BCC for Natural Rendering de-
coder can alternatively generate ICTDs between pairs of chan-
nels that are proportional to the corresponding ICLDs

(24)

with a scaling factor of . Positive values of result in ICTDs
shifting the phantom image in the same direction as the given
ICLDs. Informal listening revealed that for headphone playback

seconds/dB delivers improved quality over the
case of only synthesizing ICLDs .

V. COMPLEXITY AND DELAY

The complexity of the presented BCC implementation is rea-
sonably low. The most demanding operations are the FFT and
IFFT. these are of size 1024 for the specific parameters chosen
(Section II-A). Implementations of BCC encoder and decoder
are both running in real-time on a laptop computer (500 MHz
PowerPC G4 processor) with each having about 5% processor
load for stereo audio input and output. Also, a fixed-point ver-
sion of the BCC for Natural Rendering decoder was imple-
mented, running in real-time together with a PAC [19] decoder
on a general purpose DSP.

The algorithmic delay is defined as the delay for encoding
and decoding of a signal excluding the time needed for calcula-
tions and data transmission. When the sum signal is computed
by simple addition of the input signals in the time domain, the
sum signal can be fed to the BCC decoder without any delay.
For this case, the windowed FFTs of encoder and decoder op-
erate synchronously and no delay compensation for the side in-
formation needs to be considered. Thus, the algorithmic delay
is determined by just the decoder window size which
corresponds to 28 ms.

If the sum signal is computed in the frequency domain (as
explained in the last paragraph of Section III-B-I), then the ad-
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ditional delay of the transmitted sum signal is samples.
The resulting total algorithmic delay is samples
or 42 ms.

It should be noted that the value of was chosen to be a com-
promise between quality, delay, and bit rate. Choosing smaller
values of will reduce the delay and will improve the per-
ceived quality (as was shown in Part I [8]). However, smaller
values of will increase the bit rate, assuming the coding
scheme described in Section IV.

VI. A PPLICATIONS OFBCC

A. Stereo and Multichannel Audio Coding

BCC for Natural Rendering together with a conventional
mono audio coder can be used for coding of stereo and multi-
channel audio signals. Multichannel surround can be provided
with BCC at bit rates at which previously only mono or stereo
could be delivered. Not only the low bit rate but also the back-
ward compatibility aspect is of interest. For example, existing
mono audio radio broadcasting systems can be enhanced for
stereo or multichannel playback if the BCC side information
can be embedded into the existing transmission channel. BCC
can also be combined with analog broadcasting by transmitting
the BCC side information in the same frequency band as
the analog transmission. The digital data for the BCC side
information could be transmitted with similar techniques as
are used forIn-Band-On-Channel(IBOC) hybrid broadcasting
[20], [21]. Due to the low bit rate of the BCC side information,
potentially simpler techniques can be used, such as embedding
data directly into the audio signal.

B. Tele-Conferencing

Fig. 9 shows a scheme for a stereo tele-conferencing client
incorporating BCC for Flexible Rendering. It consists of (A)
speech decoder, (B) BCC decoder, (C) speech encoder, and (D)
stereo echo canceler [22], [23]. In the server, each client is con-
nected to the other clients with a scheme as shown in Fig. 10
(A) and (C) are speech decoders and encoders, respectively. The
BCC encoder is the same as the left part in Fig. 1.

There are several reasons why BCC is very interesting for
applications in tele-conferencing.

• BCC for Flexible Rendering has rendering capabilities at
the decoder: Each client (decoder) can not only determine
the spatialization of each of the other conference partici-
pants but also the number of playback channels. The same
side information supports different types of client systems
(e.g., mono, stereo, or multichannel).

• Low bit rate: The bit rate is as low as in a mono system
with a small overhead for the BCC side information.

• Backward compatibility: If the BCC side information can
be embedded into the transmission channel between the
server and the clients of a mono system, this system can
be upgraded for stereo or multichannel tele-conferencing
while maintaining backward compatibility. For example,
one could use LSB “bit-flipping” in Law [24] to embed
the BCC side information.

We tried two speech coders, G.722 [25] and G.729 [26],
which operate at 24 kb/s and 8 kB/s, respectively. Since these

Fig. 9. Scheme for a stereo tele-conferencing client with one microphone
based on BCC: (A) speech decoder, (B) BCC decoder, (C) speech encoder, and
(D) stereo echo canceler.

Fig. 10. Each client is connected to the other clients with a scheme as shown:
(A) speech decoder and (C) speech encoder.

speech coders model a single human vocal tract, it is not ob-
vious that they perform well for multiple simultaneously active
speech signals. We found that the speech quality degrades grad-
ually as the number of simultaneous speech signals increases.
When rendered to different directions with BCC, speech can
be well understood with as many as five simultaneous talkers.
In contrast, without spatialization the speech intelligibility is
poor [27], [28].

1) Virtual Reality: In a virtual reality system users interact
with the visual and auditory scene which is presented to them,
e.g., they can move around within the virtual scene. It is desirable
that in such a system the spatial audio (stereo or multichannel)
adapts to the visual scene. For example, depending on the po-
sition of the person in the virtual scene, sound sources are per-
ceived in different directions. The flexible rendering capability
of BCC can be used for placing the different audio sources in
different directions within the virtual scene. For a flexible ren-
dering capability without BCC, each source signal would need
to be stored or transmitted separately. Therefore, with BCC, such
systems can be implemented with a lower bit rate for the audio.
Similarly, BCC can be used for interactive computer games. Es-
pecially games which are played over a network (e.g., Internet)
benefit from a low bit rate for the audio transmission.

VII. RESULTS

Several subjective tests were conducted to assess the perfor-
mance of some of the presented schemes. The performance in a
multitalker communication environment of the presented BCC
for Flexible Rendering scheme is assessed in the first subjec-
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tive test. Another set of subjective tests compares audio coding
schemes based on BCC for Natural Rendering to conventional
transform perceptual audio coders.

A. Subjective Test: Multitalker Communication

It is a well known fact that a listener’s performance of
responding to simultaneous talkers is better when these are
perceptually spatially separated than without spatial separation
[27], [29]. This improvement may be explained by informa-
tional masking that is reduced by differences in perceived
locations of the talkers [28]. The aim of this test was to assess
whether this is also the case for talkers spatialized with BCC
for Flexible Rendering. Also, we were examining how close
the performance of the BCC-based scheme comes to the
performance of ideal separation. These results were previously
reported [10] and are repeated here for completeness.

Twelve subjects were given a task which required responding
to one of two simultaneous voice messages. This is a variation
of the “cocktail party effect” of attending to one voice in the
presence of others. The signals were presented to the subjects
with high quality headphones (Sennheiser HD 600) in an acous-
tically isolated room. Five tests with five different signal types
were conducted to assess the ability of a listener to respond to
one of two simultaneous messages:

• diotic: sum signal of the talkers to both ears;
• : separate talker signals rendered with ICLDs;
• : separate talker signals rendered with ICTDs;
• : signals generated with BCC and ICLDs;
• : signals generated with BCC and ICTDs.

For the diotic signals, both talkers are localized in the center.
For the other signals, the talkers are localized at the sides (left
and right) with ICLDs of and ICTDs of . The
ICC was chosen equal to one for all samples.

Each of the subjects took all of the tests in a randomized order.
For the test we used the speech corpus introduced in [30]. A typ-
ical sentence of the corpus is “READY LAKER, GO TO BLUE
FIVE NOW,” where LAKER is the call sign and BLUE FIVE is
a color-number combination. There are eight different call signs,
four colors, and eight numbers. All these sentences are synchro-
nized, i.e., the call sign and color-number combination occur at
approximately the same time. One out of four female voices was
randomly chosen for each of the two talkers in each item of each
test. We chose the call sign, color, and number randomly with
the restriction that the call sign assigned to the subject occurred
in 50% of the cases. The subjects were instructed to respond
when their call sign (always LAKER) was called by indicating
the color-number combination of the sentence in which the call
sign appeared. Each of the five tests consisted of 10 training
items followed by 20 test items.

Table II shows the results for the case when the listener was
called (50% of the items for each signal type). As expected these
results suggest that the percentage of correct identification of the
call sign and of the color-number combination significantly im-
prove for the signals generated with separated source signals
( , ). The signals generated with BCC for
Flexible Rendering ( and ) are almost
as good. For the case when the listener was not called, the per-
centages of the listeners responding was below 2% for all tests.

TABLE II
RESULTS FOR THECASE WHEN THE LISTENERSWERECALLED BY THEIR CALL

SIGN. THE MIDDLE COLUMN SHOWS THE PERCENTAGE OFCORRECT

IDENTIFICATION OF THE CALL SIGN AND THE RIGHT COLUMN SHOWS THE

CONDITIONAL PERCENTAGE OF THECORRECTCOLOR-NUMBER COMBINATION

GIVEN THAT THE LISTENER’S CALL SIGN WAS CORRECTLY IDENTIFIED

TABLE III
CODERS ANDBIT RATES FOR THETHREE SUBJECTIVE TESTSCONDUCTED.

THE NUMBERS (1–5) DENOTE THE FIVE DIFFERENT CODING

CONFIGURATIONSUSED

B. Subjective Test: Stereo Audio Coding

We compared audio coding schemes based on BCC for Nat-
ural Rendering with conventional stereo audio coders at various
bit rates. Each conventional stereo audio coder was compared
with the BCC-based scheme using the same audio coder for en-
coding the mono sum signal. For that purpose we used PAC [19]
and MPEG-1 Layer 3 (“MP3”) [31]. The MP3 encoder used is
incorporated into Apple’s iTunes program (by Fraunhofer IIS).
These results were previously reported [11] and are repeated
here for completeness.

The rows in Table III show the bit rates of the audio coders for
encoding the stereo signals and the sum signals when used with
BCC. The bit rate of the BCC schemes is shown as the sum of
the mono audio coder bit rate and the BCC side information bit
rate. The mono audio coder bit rate is chosen lower than the bit
rate for stereo because for the same level of distortion and audio
bandwidth, less bits are needed to encode the mono. For PAC
we chose a sampling rate of 32 kHz and an audio bandwidth of
13.5 kHz. The parameters for the MP3 encoder were a bit rate
of 40 kb/s for stereo and 32 kb/s for mono, joint-stereo coding
enabled, and a sampling rate of 24 kHz. For both, PAC and MP3,
we chose the fixed bit rate encoding mode.

The tests were carried out in a quiet (but not sound proof)
reverberant listening room with a two-loudspeaker setup using
high-end audio equipment with the listener’s head located in the
sweet-spot. To achieve a lower bit rate of the BCC side infor-
mation, only ICLDs were used as inter-channel cues. We used
an ICLD-to-ICTD scaling factor of s/dB (24),
with an ICLD range of . This results in an ICTD range
of . We synthesized ICTDs despite of the fact that they
are irrelevant for loudspeaker playback. This was done to show
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Fig. 11. Relative grading of the BCC-based coder operating at a bit rate of
52+ 2 kb/s versus stereo PAC at 64 kb/s (BCC is better than PAC for positive
gradings, 1: slightly better, 2: better, and 3: much better).

that the ICTD synthesis does not introduce major artifacts, and
also because a signal with both, ICLDs and ICTDs, is preferred
for headphone playback.

For each of the tests we chose the same 14 music clips. Each
of these clips has a pronounced wide spatial image. BCC is
challenged by a wide spatial image in the sense that it needs to
perceptually separate audio sources. Also, for the conventional
stereo audio coder a wide spatial image is challenging because
the redundancy between the channels is small in that case re-
sulting in a high bit demand. Different kinds of music signals
such as Jazz, Rock, and percussive music were selected. Four
of the clips were used as training items and 10 as test items.
The type of test was a blind triple-stimulus test (ITU-R Rec.
BS.562.3 [32]) to grade the quality difference of two processed
versions with respect to a reference using a seven-grade com-
parison scale. For each test, 10 listeners were asked to partic-
ipate. The 10 listeners were presented with triples of signals,
each of 12 s length for each trial. The uncoded source signal
(reference) was presented first followed by the coded clips of
the conventional stereo audio coders and BCC-based coders in
random order.

Figs. 11–13 show the results of the three subjective tests.
Positive gradings correspond to preference for the BCC-based
schemes. For every test the total bit rate of the BCC-based
scheme was lower than the bit rate of the stereo audio coder. For
the average of each test, the BCC-based scheme outperforms
the stereo audio coder despite its lower bit rate. It has to be noted
that the artifacts of the two coding schemes are quite different.
The BCC-based coder generally modifies the spatial image
more while the conventional stereo audio coders introduce
more quantization distortions. From the test results one can
conclude that the listeners preferred spatial image modification
(as introduced primarily by BCC) over quantization distortions
(introduced primarily by conventional coders).

Derived from the test results (Figs. 11–13), Fig. 14 shows
qualitatively the subjective quality of each coding configuration
that was used for the tests (the same numbering as in Table III
is used): (1) Stereo PAC 64 kb/s, (2) Stereo PAC 56 kb/s, (3)

Fig. 12. Relative grading of the BCC-based coder operating at a bit rate of 52
+ 2 kb/s versus stereo PAC at 56 kb/s (same grading scale as Fig. 11).

Fig. 13. Relative grading of the BCC-based coder operating at a bit rate of 32
+ 2 kb/s versus stereo MP3 at 40 kb/s (same grading scale as Fig. 11).

Fig. 14. At bitrates at which conventional perceptual transform audio coders
operate near a transparent quality these are better than BCC-based schemes. At
lower bitrates BCC-based schemes are better on average.

BCC with mono PAC 52 2 kb/s, (4) Stereo MP 3 40 kb/s,
and (5) BCC with mono MP3 32 2 kb/s. At bitrates high
enough for transparent or nearly transparent coding the con-
ventional coder is better since BCC can generally not achieve
transparency. The test results give an indication that for bitrates
in the range of about 24–64 kb/s the BCC-based coding scheme
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has better quality than conventional perceptual transform audio
coders for stereo. The lower the bit rate the more is the BCC-
based coding scheme at an advantage.

For the kinds of music signals chosen for the tests (Jazz,
Rock, and percussive music), BCC generally provides a good
quality of the spatial image using only ICLDs and ICTDs as was
done in the subjective test. For recordings with a high amount of
uncorrelated reverberation in the audio channels, such as clas-
sical recordings, it is desirable to also use ICC cues in order to
restore the diffuseness of the reverberation. Informal listening
revealed that the ICC synthesis does not only restore some of
the diffuse reverberation, but also seems to improve the stability
of the spatial image in many cases.

We also did an informal listening test rendering multichannel
audio signals with BCC. BCC for Flexible Rendering seems
to perform about equally well for four or five loudspeakers as
it does for stereo. BCC for Natural Rendering performs also
well for multichannel audio signals and nonreverberant audio
material. However in the case of only low energy coming from
the rear speakers mimicking a concert hall, the realistic “concert
hall” impression is lost. We hope to address this in the future
with improved ICC analysis and synthesis.

VIII. C ONCLUSIONS

We reviewed Binaural Cue Coding (BCC) and presented sev-
eral additions for improved performance and versatility. BCC is
a method for multichannel spatial rendering based on one down-
mixed audio channel plus side information. One BCC scheme is
applicable to low bitrate stereo and multichannel audio coding.
The other scheme allows flexible rendering of multiple auditory
objects at the receiver.

BCC operates in a short-time spectral domain. The short-time
spectra of each of the output channels is obtained by modifying
the corresponding spectra of the down-mixed audio channel.
The spectra are modified such that desired level difference, time
difference, and cross-correlation cues appear in subbands with
perceptually motivated bandwidths.

Novel additions include improved down-mixing reducing
undesired cancellation/amplification of signal components and
synthesis of cross-correlation cues for improved synthesis of
diffuse spatial images (e.g., reverberant recordings).

The described implementations have a computationally low
complexity and a delay low enough for two-way communica-
tion. It is explained how the two types of BCC schemes can be
combined with conventional mono audio and speech coders.
Proposed applications for these systems include tele-confer-
encing, virtual reality systems, gaming, and low-bit-rate stereo
and multichannel audio coding. It is an important aspect of
schemes based on BCC that existing mono communication
systems can be enhanced for spatial audio in a backward com-
patible manner if the BCC side information can be embedded
into the existing transmission link.

A subjective test with simultaneous talker signals presented to
a listener suggests that the perceptual separation resulting from
BCC for Flexible Rendering is nearly as good as ideal separation
with respect to detecting and responding to these talkers. An-
other set of subjective tests comparing a BCC for Natural Ren-
dering based scheme for coding of stereo audio signals to con-

ventional perceptual transform coders shows that for bit rates in
the range of about 24–64 kb/s the BCC-based scheme is better.
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